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Proof of Electro-Osmotic Drug Delivery: A Prejudiced Clinical
Trial, Delivering From Mouth to Nose
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

We aligned all vectors and
mucocilliary clearance contrary to
drug delivery, with the exception of
the single electrical vector induced by
the dosage form. The electrical vector
is considerably larger than the other
vectors, which made it possible to
perform a clinical trial prejudiced
against delivery. It would be strong
proof-of-concept if delivery were
detected in spite of all the opposing
vectors, gravity, and mucocilliary
clearance. A buffered lozenge
containing Zn++ was made to induce a
lowering of the pH of the mouth with
respect to the nose, and thereby a
relative reversal of charge between
mouth and nose. This reversal
established a favorable gradient
similar to a concentration cell, in
which Zn++ could then move over the
membrane of the palate into the nose.
The experiment was further
prejudiced by the fact that the probe
did not lie in apposition to the
delivering membrane, but was free in
the milieu. This form of delivery is
suitable for all dual-compartment and
mucous membrane anatomical
systems and disturbed membrane
systems, such as wounds and burns.
It can be combined with other novel
or classical delivery modalities. In
addition, very thin membranes can be
breached directly. Restriction of a
medication to a given volume, such
as an encapsulated tumor, is a unique
property of this system.

Previously, we have posed the
question of electro-osmotic delivery
and presented a mathematical model
from first principles in its favor.1,2 We
now present the results of an IRBapproved, GCP-compliant, controlled

human clinical trial. This trial is
submitted as proof-of-concept that
electro-osmotic delivery exists and
can be induced by the dosage form.
Prejudicing the trial against
delivery was achieved by aligning all
the delivery vectors, except the
electrical vector, contrary to the
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delivery of the Zinc ion trace.
This was done for two reasons. First,
the electro-osmotic vector was larger than
all the other vectors combined (Figure 1).
Second, if detection occurred against all
opposition, it was very convincing
evidence. This view was fortified by our
mathematical model and known physical
chemical principles previously discussed.
The point was to take into account the
generally ignored electro-motive terms of
the governing diffusion equation.

FIGURE 2

Equation 1.
Baseline & Experimental Results Compared

J = dQ/dt = -DdC/dx = Pf(EmF)[C0 - Ci e(EmF/RT)]

Where P = permeability coefficient
of the medium = -D/dx; D = diffusion
coefficient, which is temperature
dependent; f means function of and is part
of mathematical notation; Em = -2.303kT
Log Keq (Boltzmann Expression for
Emf); Em37° = -61.5 x 10-3 volts x Log
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Baseline Mucous Results µg/ml Zinc

3.4440

BASELINE & EXPERIMENTAL AVERAGE NASAL ZINC ION RESULTS (µg/ml)
The averaged baseline and averaged experimental values were significant. F-Calculated was less than
F-Critical one tail.
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Keq/Z; R = universal gas constant and T = temperature in
degrees Kelvin; Keq = [products]/[reactants] =
[oxidized]/[reduced] = [pH1]/[pH2]; and Lewis definition:
oxidized = loss of electron etc. All positive or negative charges
are equal.
We then obtain by the aforementioned substitutions the
unidirectional flux equation:

Equation 2.
J = dQ/dt = -2.6 D Log([pH1]/[pH2])[C0 - Cie(-2.6 D Log([ph1]/[ph2])]
dx
Here, the flux J is now made proportional to pH and is a
function of EmF or electromotive force.

MATERIALS & METHODS
The experiment was statistically designed using 15
subjects, emulating the local population of normal male and
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BASELINE & EXPERIMENTAL PLASMA ZINC CONCENTRATIONS
A difference of 0.061 between the baseline and experimental plasma values
was not significant. The calculated F is larger than F critical one tail.

female subjects between the ages of 18 and 60. The statistical
number needed was 13 subjects, and thus there was sufficient
power. The trial was conducted in an open fashion without
blinding because the values obtained were machine generated
and analyzed by outside independent laboratories.
FDA approved for human use probes and fraction
collecting equipment were made by CMA-Microdialysis of
Chelmsford, Massachusetts. The probe was a CMA 70 catheter,
100-mm flexible shaft, with a 10-mm membrane. The analytical
work was done and certified by Dr. Jan Kehr of the Karolinska
Institute, Stockholm, Sweden. Blood plasma samples were
taken in the usual manner.
Zinc ion (Zn++) was used as the trace. The dosage form was
a homeopathically compounded lozenge, or oral tablet, entirely
made from food ingredients found in the Generally Regarded as
Safe (GRAS) list.3 All of the lozenge’s ingredients were
governed exclusively by the Dietary Supplement Health and
Education Act of 1994 and the Homeopathic Pharmacopœia of
the United States (HPUS).4,5
The protocol was conducted in compliance with GCP and
all applicable requirements of federal, state, and local
authorities. There was no infringement of any proprietary or
patented product.6
The lozenge was designed to buffer the pH of the mouth at
approximately pH 5.4. Our patients’ noses had an average nasal
pH of 6.35. The electrical potential between compartments as
measured by the method of Selimoglu et al using nitrazine pH
paper was consistently at D= 0.95 pH units in favor of transport
to the nose from the mouth.7 The slight change in expected pH
value may have been due to the production of bicarbonate by
the sublingual glands.
Inducing the pH change takes control of the corresponding
electrical vector, allowing us to manipulate the directions of
ionic flow and transport. Because the electrical vector is many
times more powerful than the other vectors acting, we may stop
or reverse the ionic flow for the time the induced field is
present.
The natural electrical gradient lies in the same direction as
gravity and the mucocilliary clearance and aids the nose to
clean itself. The reversed gradient allows drug delivery to occur
over the palate and into the nose from the mouth.
In order to measure delivery, an in situ microdialysis probe
was placed in the nostril and introduced past the turbinates to
the level of the eustachian tube to freely sample the milieu. The
junction of the eustachian tube with the naso-pharynx near the
end of the third turbinate was used as a physiological marker for
the probe, allowing consistent placement. The probe, which was
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not in apposition to the membrane,
induced the production of mucous, which
leads us to suspect that the delivery may
be higher than actually measured because
of the extra production of mucous the
probe induced.
At 5-minute intervals, 20-microliter
dialysis samples were taken from each
subject: three controls of deionized
water, three from the nasal mucous for
baseline, and six from the nasal mucous
with the lozenge in place. Simultaneous
blood plasma samples were taken at
baseline and experimental intervals. The
control samples were taken to determine
the level of zinc in the lines and probes
due to manufacturing.

FIGURE 5
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There was less than 2.60 mg/ml of
zinc in the line and probes. The baseline
nasal zinc was 3.59 mg/ml, and 4.54
mg/ml in the experimental. The
differences between experimental and
baseline (0.95 mg/ml) were the same with
or without subtraction of the controls.
The subtraction of the controls from the
baseline and experimental values did not
affect the results. The unsubtracted
results are presented in Figures 2 &3 and
Tables 1 & 2. The difference between
Baseline and Experimental was 0.95
mg/ml, and this was significant by F-Test
(p = 0.019). The difference in the two
plasma zinc concentrations was 0.061
mg/ml and was not statistically
significant by F-test. It is presented in
Table 3 and Figure 4.

DISCUSSION
The nasal mucous samples showed a
statistically significant difference
between baseline and experimental
values, while the plasma samples did not.
This result demonstrates that systemic

Sheet Model of the Naso Pharynx
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delivery of zinc can be ruled out, and
delivery of zinc must occur from the
mouth to the nose. How much is delivered
and what are the characteristics of the
delivery? We may be able to answer these
questions by using the geometric model
developed in our previous work. The
placement of the probe was at the end of
the third turbinate near the eustachian tube
junction with the pharynx. This
anatomical placement corresponds to a
uniform position just anterior to the
midpoint of our flat sheet model. We
estimate that the probe was about 1 cm
above the surface of the membrane by
direct observation. By estimating the
volume of liquid in this domain and
multiplying by the concentration, we can
estimate the amount of zinc delivered by
using the approximate velocity of the
mucocilliary clearance.
Referring to our model, the length
and width of the path is 7 x 7 cm, with an
estimated height of 1 cm. Thus, the nasal
half of the sheet holds 49 cc of fluid. This
fluid is considered to result from all
sources and includes flow from the
turbinates and sinuses as well as probeinduced mucous. The average
mucocilliary clearance (Table 4) is
considered to be 0.641 cm/minute. To
travel a distance of 7 cm clearing the nasal
half of the sheet and its volume of 49 cc
of fluid requires 10.92 minutes.
Because the lozenge dissolves over
30 minutes, mucocilliary clearance clears
this 49-cc volume of mucous 2.75 times.
This becomes 134.75 cc of fluid cleared
over 30 minutes. The approximate steady
state concentration detected by probe is
nearly 1 mg/ml of zinc. This translates into
approximately 0.135 mg of zinc ion
delivered (Figure 5). This calculation does
not take into account the other turbinates,
sinuses, or the mucous induction due to
the probe, but assumes them to be
contributory to the milieu. Thus, delivery
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Grand Average Velocity

Range

2.9 to 5.66 mm/min
3.3 to 8.2 mm/min
5.8 to 13.5 mm/min

Average Speed
4.28 mm/min
5.3 mm/min
9.65 mm/min

6.41 mm/min

Mucocilliary Transport Velocity

may be greater than is estimated here.

Calculation Summary
G

7 x 7 cm x 1 cm = 49 cc fluid

G

7 cm/0.641 cm/min = 10.92
minutes to clear nasal end of
sheet once

G

30 min lozenge dissolution
time/10.92 minutes per clearance =
2.75/clearances per 30 minutes

G

49 cc fluid x 2.75 = Volume
cleared in 30 minutes = 134.6 cc

G

134.6 cc x 1 mg/cc detected =
134.6 mg Zn++ = 0.1346 mg Zn++
delivered

This amount of drug is well within
the range of the minimal effective
concentration of most drugs, when
directly delivered, and corresponds to
delivery at nearly 1 pH unit difference.
This increases exponentially by
increasing the difference between
compartments ( pH), according to
Equation 2.

CONCLUSION
Electro-osmotic delivery exists and
is potentially a very useful modality in
drug delivery. Since the governing flux
equation is responsive to the ratio of the
pHs in an exponential manner, a small
difference in this ratio makes a large
difference in delivery. By reversing this

ratio, a charged medication can be forced
to remain in one place, within a solid
tumor, for example. This can sensitize the
tumor to radiation and chemotherapy,
resulting in a reduction of these agents,
and localization of therapy. This modality
predicts new forms and new activity for
old forms. Particularly, extremely thin
skin patches, lozenges, bandages, and
wound staunching pastes are foreseen.
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